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BLACK SKIMMER (RYNCHOPS NIGRA) IN AUBURN

Julian L. Dusi
An immature Black Skimmer, Rynchops nigra, was found in a yard at Auburn, Lee Co.,
Alabama, on 28 August 1992. It had a broken wing and was taken to the Opelika Animal
,Hospital where it died, Veterinarian assistant, Kim Rasmussen, brought it to me for museum
preparation. The specimen will be placed in the Auburn University Vertebrate Museum.
Apparently the bird was misplaced this far inland by Hurricane Andrew and flew into
an object, breaking its wing. - Julian L. Dusi, Professor Emeritus, Department of Zoology
and Wildlife Science, Auburn University, AL 36849

1991-92 FALL AND WINTER SIGHTINGS

Greg D, Jackson
Birders in our area had plenty of excitement last fall and winter. Birding was generally
good through the autumn migration, and winter birding inland was excellent. Many rarities
were discovered, including two first and two second Alabama records. Mild temperatures
prevailed through most of the period, and precipitation was slightly lower than expected, An
unusual event was the seven inches of snow that fell at Birmingham 18 January! Cold fronts
passed through this autunm on 19 and 25 September; 5, 15, and 20 October; and 1,18,2021, and 23 November.
This report covers the period from August 1991 through February 1992 in Alabama and
the Florida Panhandle (east to the Apalachicola River). The appearance of observations in
this colunm does not suggest verification or acceptance of records for very rare species, as
these must be considered by the appropriate state records committees. It is important that all
submissions for birds that are rare, either in general or for a particular season or region, be
accompanied by adequate details of the observation. The extent of this documentation
depends on the rarity of the species and the difficulty of identification. Reports should always
describe the conditions of observation and the diagnostic characters observed. Your help in
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